Frankel and Draper family fonds [multiple media] – 1895-2009.



PART OF

Frankel and Draper family fonds

LEVEL

Fonds

FONDS

104

MATERIAL FORMAT

multiple media

DATE

1895-2009

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

21 cm of textual records and other material

ADMIN HISTORY/BIO

Gottschall Frankel (1832-1918) and his wife Mina Meyer (1841-1921) were born in Biblis
(Hessen) and Aschaffenburg, Germany respectively. Gottschall died in Biblis and is buried
in Alsbach, Germany. Mina passed away in Toronto and is interred in the old Holy Blossom
Cemetery. Leo Frankel (1864-1933) was one of nine children born in Biblis, Germany to
Gottschall and Mina. His siblings were Salmon (1874-1906), Benno (d. 1921), Ike (d. 1950),
Louis (1879-1952), Maurice (1865-1935), Sigmund (1866-1936), Ida (1870-1952) (m. Levy)
and Herman (1871-1939). Three of the siblings are buried in Montreal, and the rest in
Toronto. Leo immigrated to Canada in 1881 at the age of seventeen and in 1886 established
Frankel Brothers (scrap metal and processing) in association with his brothers. The
siblings were eventually succeeded by several sons of the original partners. The company
subsequently became Frankel Steel Ltd. and Steel Structures Corporation. Leo married
Helena "Lena" Mayer of Florsheim, Germany on July 2, 1890 in New York City. They had
three sons: Egmont Leo (1891-1964), Carl Milford (1894-1984), and Roy Hecker (18961983). The family lived at 504 Jarvis Street, the former Goodman residence in Toronto,
from 1908. Carl married Dorothy Jacobs (1903-1987) who was born in St. Louis, Missouri.
Her parents were Bernard Jacobs of Texas and Henrietta Altheimer of Arkansas. Carl and
Dorothy had two daughters: Nancy Jean Frankel (b. 1928) and Carol Nina Frankel (19301999). Carl was a prominent member of the Toronto Jewish community, active in Holy
Blossom Temple, several Masonic lodges, and was a founder of the North Toronto Y.M.Y.W.H.A. His daughter Nancy attended Jarvis Collegiate Institute and was confirmed at
Holy Blossom Temple. She married Darrell (Drapkin) Draper (1922-1992) of Fort
William/Port Arthur in 1949. Darrell had studied at the University of Toronto and became
a lawyer and judge. The couple's three children are Dr. Paula Jean Draper (b. 1953), a
historian; Phillip Jacobs (b. 1954), a real estate lawyer; and Kenneth Lewis (b. 1957).
Collectively the siblings have six children and several grandchildren. Nancy Draper has
been a long time volunteer at the Ontario Jewish Archives. Nancy's sister Carol married
Mandel Sprachman (1925-2002), the son of a renowned architect Abraham Sprachman of
the firm Kaplan and Sprachman. Mandel followed his father into the profession,
specializing in cinemas and theatres, including the award-winning restoration of the
Elgin and Winter Garden Theatres (1985-1989). The Frankel family genealogy is wide in
scope, extending from Germany and England to the United States and Canada. One notable
ancestor with German lineage is Israel Beer Josephat who changed his name to Paul Julius
Reuter and founded the Reuters News Agency.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Fonds consists of records documenting the Frankel and Draper (Drapkin) families and
their connected branches, such as the Jacobs (English in origin), Josephat, Meyer, and
Altheimer (all German in origin) families. Records include: photographs of the exterior
and interior of the Frankel home at 504 Jarvis Street, Toronto; formal individual and group
photographs taken in Toronto and other cities of family members at various gatherings
and of Nancy Frankel's confirmation class at Holy Blossom; pictures of Darrell Drapkin
(later Draper) and his Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity brothers at the University of Toronto;
group photographs of members of the Palestine Lodge of Masons, of which Carl and his
brother Egmont were members; and a variety of candid shots in many locations including
outside the Frankel family home in Biblis, Germany.
Textual records include: essays and programs concerning Holy Blossom, publications
from Camp Wabi-Kon and Jarvis Collegiate yearbooks, and material from the Ulyssean
Society at Hart House, the Oakdale Golf and Country Club, and the Carmel Chapter of
Hadassah documenting Nancy's involvement with these organizations.
Objects include a souvenir matchbook from the wedding of Darrell Draper and Nancy
Frankel and a membership coin and badge in a leather case documenting Carl Frankel's
involvement with Masonic lodges.

NOTES

Physical description note: Includes 250 photographs, 3 objects,1 CD, and 1 video cassette.

NAME ACCESS

Draper (family)
Draper, Nancy (1928-)
Frankel (family)

SUBJECTS

Families

SOURCE

Archival Descriptions

United Jewish Welfare Fund fonds [multiple media] – 1936-2010, predominant 1938-1976.
PART OF

United Jewish Welfare Fund fonds

LEVEL

Fonds

FONDS

67

MATERIAL FORMAT

multiple media

DATE

1936-2010, predominant 1938-1976

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

14.3 m of textual records
5593 photographs, 25 x 20 cm and smaller, and other media



ADMIN HISTORY/BIO

The Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of Toronto was incorporated in Ontario in March
1917 to coordinate the fundraising activities of Jewish charitable, philanthropic, and
social service agencies in Toronto. In 1918, ten separate agencies were funded by the FJPT.
By 1937, fourteen agencies were funded. The Great Depression of the 1930s and the
development of several newer Jewish aid, education, and medical care organizations
created both increased need for resources and growing competition for ever-more scarce
dollars. Within a very few years this funding crisis forced a major review of the
organization.
During 1936 a series of special meetings of leading individuals were held to examine the
income and expenditures of all Toronto Jewish agencies and also to speculate about the
need for a new Toronto Jewish "Community Chest" as the sole fund-raising organization
for a federation of all Jewish agencies including the FJPT. In 1938, the new United Jewish
Welfare Fund was formally constituted. Added to the FJPT's previous list of Toronto client
agencies in 1938 were: the Canadian Jewish Congress, the Hebrew National Association,
the Jewish Immigrant Aid Association, the Mizrachi Society, the Toronto Free Loan
Association, the Geverkshaften, and Old Folks Home, and the United Palestine Appeal,
raising the total number of agencies to 22.
When the State of Israel was established in 1948, the UJWF's annual fundraising campaign
was combined with the CJC's United Palestine appeal to form a new, combined campaign
named the United Jewish Appeal (UJA). In 1967, the UJA name was legally changed to the
United Jewish Appeal of Metropolitan Toronto.
In mid-1976, the organization's public name was changed to the Toronto Jewish Congress.
Although initially thought of as a merger between the UJWF and the CJC, the actual result
was the expansion of the UJWF responsibilities to include local education and welfare
services previously shared with the Canadian Jewish Congress, Central Region. The UJWF,
however, remained the legal senior entity.
In 1991 the public name was again changed to the Jewish Federation of Greater Toronto
and in 1999, to UJA Federation of Greater Toronto. By this date, over 30 beneficiary and
affiliated agencies, 49 affiliated schools and five Federation departments were fully or
partly funded by the UJA Federation.
In June, 2010, the organization altered its legal structure, with the senior legal entity
becoming the UJA Federation of Greater Toronto.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Fonds consists of 25 series: Annual Meetings, Annual Reports, Board of Directors,
Constitution Committee, Executive Committee, Officers Committee, Budget and Finance
Committee, Administration Committee, Social Planning Committee, Committee on
Capital Needs and Planning, Central Committee on Scholarships in Aid, Joint Committee
of the BJE and UJWF Study on Jewish Education, Nominations Committee, Pension Fund
Committee, Coordinating Committee, Special Ad Hoc and Temporary Committees, Annual
Campaign, Client Agencies, Joint Committee of the CJC and the UJWF, Committee on
Community Organization, Sub-Committee on Construction and Administration of
Community Schools, Joint Committee on Fundraising, Personnel Committee, Community
Leadership Development Council, and Israel at Fifty Community Celebration.
Over 4500 photographs and a variety of other media are managed within Series 17,
Campaign records.

NOTES

For exact details about the contents of individual series and sub-series, please review their
scope and contents notes.

NAME ACCESS

United Jewish Welfare Fund
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of Toronto
United Jewish Appeal
Toronto Jewish Congress
Jewish Federation of Greater Toronto
UJA Federation of Greater Toronto

SUBJECTS

Charities
Fund raising

ACCESS RESTRICTION

Partially closed. Researchers must receive permission from the OJA Director prior to
accessing some of the records.

RELATED MATERIAL

For records of the predecessor of the UJWF, see Fonds 66, the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies of Toronto fonds.
Further detailed documentation of the proposed merger between the UJWF and the CJC
(creation of the TJC) may be found in Fonds 67, Sub-sub-series 5-5-1, Files 171 and 221.
Further documentation on the United Jewish Welfare Fund may be found within Fonds 9,
Series 7, records of the Jewish Immigrant Aid Society.
For further detailed records of a key community leader's involvement with the UJWF see
Accession 1982-8-8, the records of Samuel Godfrey, 1943-1972.

CREATOR

United Jewish Welfare Fund (1938-)

PLACES

Toronto (Ont.)

SOURCE

Archival Descriptions

Toronto Hadassah-WIZO fonds [multiple media] – 1924-2006.
PART OF

Toronto Hadassah-WIZO fonds

LEVEL

Fonds

FONDS

71

MATERIAL FORMAT

multiple media

DATE

1924-2006

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

11 m of textual records and other material



ADMIN HISTORY/BIO

The first Canadian chapter of Hadassah was established in Toronto in 1916. Subsequent
chapters emerged in other large Canadian cities thereafter. In 1919 several chapters
organized to form the Hadassah Organization of Canada. And in 1921, Hadassah Canada
joined the Women’s International Zionist Organization (WIZO), and subsequently
changed its name to Hadassah-WIZO. The original goal of Hadassah was to raise funds for
refugees in Eastern Europe. Later on, their mandate shifted to that of providing money
and support for the Jews in Israel. Although it spent a great deal of time and resources
raising funds for this cause, Hadassah-WIZO was a philanthropic organization that
encouraged productivity rather than charity.
Today, Hadassah-WIZO is the largest organization of Jewish women in Canada. In addition
to providing Jewish women with an opportunity to liaise with other women from the
community and volunteer for a worthy cause, this organization also promotes some
important national and international goals. These goals include: encouraging Jewish and
Hebrew culture in Canada; extending the material and moral support of Jewish women in
Canada to the people of Israel who require assistance; and cooperating with other
organizations in the promotion of Canadian ideals of democracy.
The records in this fonds were created by the Toronto chapter of Hadassah-WIZO. The
Toronto chapter is not only the oldest, but also one of the largest and most active affiliates
of the 304 Hadassah-WIZO chapters in Canada. Some of the activities that it sponsors
include the famous annual bazaar, which was started in 1924 and is one of the largest in
North America. They also contribute to the support of a host of Canadian Hadassah-WIZO
initiatives in Israel which include: the Nahalal School, the Netanya Technological High
School, the Hadassim Children and Youth Village, several day care centres, women’s and
youth clubs, the Hadassah-WIZO Canada Research Institute, and two medical centers. The
Toronto chapter in particular sponsors youth aliyah, and raises funds and honours
important volunteers through the organization of tribute dinners, golf tournaments, and
other events. Finally, this chapter is also responsible for producing the Hadassah Reporter,
which is the newsletter that documents the activities of the Toronto chapter.

CUSTODIAL HISTORY

The records were acquired from the main Hadassah office on Sheppard Ave.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The records in this fonds document the activities of Toronto Hadassah-WIZO. They
include the Hadassah magazine the Reporter as well as the national publication Orah. The
fonds also consists of photographs, minutes of meetings, certificates, press clippings,
correspondence, audio-visual material, posters and scrapbooks.

NOTES

Associated material note: The Library and Archives of Canada also possesses material
created by members of Toronto Hadassah.

NAME ACCESS

Toronto Hadassah-Wizo

CREATOR

Toronto Hadassah-Wizo (Toronto, Ont.)

ACCESSION NUMBER

2003-3-1

SOURCE

Archival Descriptions

